The synchronization of neuronal assemblies during cortical UP states has been implicated in computational and homeostatic processes, but the mechanisms by which this occurs remain unknown. To investigate potential roles of astrocytes in synchronizing cortical circuits, we electrically activated astrocytes while monitoring the activity of the surrounding network with electrophysiological recordings and calcium imaging. Stimulating a single astrocyte activates other astrocytes in the local circuit and can trigger UP state synchronizations of neighboring neurons. Moreover, interfering with astrocytic activity with intracellular injections of a calcium chelator into individual astrocytes inhibits spontaneous and stimulated UP states. Finally, both astrocytic activity and neuronal UP states are regulated by purinergic signaling in the circuit. These results demonstrate that astroglia can play a causal role in regulating the synchronized activation of neuronal ensembles.
The synchronization of neuronal assemblies during cortical UP states has been implicated in computational and homeostatic processes, but the mechanisms by which this occurs remain unknown. To investigate potential roles of astrocytes in synchronizing cortical circuits, we electrically activated astrocytes while monitoring the activity of the surrounding network with electrophysiological recordings and calcium imaging. Stimulating a single astrocyte activates other astrocytes in the local circuit and can trigger UP state synchronizations of neighboring neurons. Moreover, interfering with astrocytic activity with intracellular injections of a calcium chelator into individual astrocytes inhibits spontaneous and stimulated UP states. Finally, both astrocytic activity and neuronal UP states are regulated by purinergic signaling in the circuit. These results demonstrate that astroglia can play a causal role in regulating the synchronized activation of neuronal ensembles. cortex | electrophysiology | glia | sleep | two-photon T he transient synchrony of distributed groups of neurons is an important operational characteristic of the cerebral cortex for sensory processing and internal computational functions (1) (2) (3) (4) . One important type of synchrony-the multineuronal, network-driven fluctuations in membrane potential known as UP and DOWN states-occurs in neocortex both in vitro and in vivo (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . During UP states, neurons are depolarized for up to hundreds of milliseconds, sometimes firing barrages of action potentials (12) . The function of these UP states is unknown, although they underlie synchronization among distant cortical territories (13) . UP states in vivo are observed at similar frequencies as the "resting" spontaneous activity that is evident in functional MRI and EEG recordings from human subjects when not involved in sensory motor tasks (14) (15) (16) , so they may be a cellular basis of this activity.
The mechanisms by which UP states occur remain unclear, although recurrent excitatory activity is important (6, 9) . Because astrocytes regulate extracellular glutamate (17) , we explored their effects on cortical UP states using electrophysiology and population calcium imaging. The effects of astroglia on synaptic transmission and plasticity have been intensely studied, but their role in coherent function of the circuit has received much less attention, even though glia constitute almost half of all of the cells in the adult human brain (17) and are well-suited for longrange, network-wide signaling. Astrocytes also tile the cortex with near-complete coverage (18, 19) , are connected into an extensive syncytium via gap junctions (20, 21) , and communicate by intercellular calcium signaling (22) , and processes from a single astrocyte can contact up to tens of thousands of synapses (18) , making them attractive candidates for mediating neuronal synchronization. Here we describe a role of astrocytes in the cortical circuit, demonstrating their importance in the modulation of neuronal UP states.
Results
UP States Are Network-Wide Events. We performed whole-cell patch clamping of neurons in acute mouse cortical slices from somatosensory area S1. As described (23), we observed spontaneously occurring UP states, synchronized neuronal ensemble activations. In neuronal current clamp recordings, we observed a spontaneous UP state every 5.15 ± 0.27 min (n = 148 UP states, 35 slices). UP state depolarization shifts (20.1 ± 0.6 mV) lasted 1.59 ± 0.08 s and were easily distinguished from excitatory postsynaptic potentials and action potentials by kinetics ( Fig. 1A) . To establish the extent of synchronization during UP states, we performed calcium imaging of hundreds of neurons in the circuit, and observed that many neurons fired action potentials simultaneously during UP states ( Fig. 1A) (6) . Next, we patched two layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons 400-to 600-μm apart and recorded spontaneous activity. UP states recorded from one neuron were always observed in the other neuron (n = 8 slices, 92 UP states), although UP state depolarizations were often subthreshold ( Fig. 1B) . Thus, most, if not all, pyramidal neurons in a cortical region undergo spontaneous UP states together, and recording from individual neurons reflects this.
Stimulation of Individual Astrocytes Increases UP State Number. We next recorded simultaneously from neurons and astrocytes ( Fig. 1C ) in cortical slices, patching a layer 1 astrocyte and a nearby (<200 μm) layer 2/3 pyramidal neuron ( Fig. 1 D and E). Astrocytes were clearly distinguishable from neurons morphologically and electrophysiologically, with smaller somata, more compact and bushy fine processes ( Fig. 1D ) as well as a lower input resistance (R (I) 74.1 ± 5.9 MΩ), a more hyperpolarized resting membrane potential (V (M) −82.9 ± 0.8 mV) than neurons (R I = 361.5 ± 19.3 MΩ, V M = −70.7 ± 0.6 mV, P < 0.001 for both measures), and a linear current-voltage (IV) curve ( Fig. S1A ). Whereas neurons generated action potentials, astrocytes never did. Biocytin morphological processing revealed that astrocytes were highly connected, as demonstrated by the spread of biocytin across many astrocytes (51.2 ± 5.0 cells), covering a total area of 65.8 × 10 3 ± 5.6 × 10 3 μm 2 ( Fig. 1E ) (n = 12 slices), similar to previous results (24, 25) .
Many techniques have been used to activate astrocytes, including mechanical stimulation (26) , bath application of agonists (26, 27) , uncaging of active compounds (27, 28) , and intracellular current injections (29) . To activate astrocytes, we first chose to depolarize astrocytes with a patch pipette, so that single astrocytes-and no neurons-were stimulated ( Fig. 2A ). We injected trains of depolarizing current into individual astrocytes with 5 s-long stimulation patterns (300-1,000 pA, 500 ms, 10 times, 150-ms stimulus interval, mean 66.6 ± 7.3 mV depolarization shift) 8.5 s after the start of a trial. Each trial lasted 4 min, as it has been hypothesized that astrocytes may affect neuronal activity on a long timescale (27) . "Stimulation trials" (red) were paired with alternating control trials (gray) without depolarization ( Fig. 2 A and B) . In 18 slices and 110 trials (mean 6.11 ± 0.9 trials per slice), we observed a striking doubling of UP state frequency after stimulation ( Fig. 2C ) (1.21 ± 0.14 stimu-lation vs. 0.61 ± 0.13, P < 0.01). There was no significant increase in UP state frequency in control trials compared with slices that had never had any astrocyte stimulation ("naïve"; 0.72 ± 0.06) ( Fig. 2C ). UP state amplitude or duration was similar under all three conditions ( Fig. 2 C-E). Similar increases in UP state frequencies after stimulation of individual astrocytes were obtained whether slices were labeled with calcium indicators or the astrocyte marker sulforhodamine 101 (SR101) or not ( Fig. S1 B and C). Examining the data slice by slice, we observed that the percentage of trials in each slice with at least one UP state ("positive trials") was also significantly increased in the stimulation trials over controls ( Fig. 2F ) (81.9 ± 5.0% stimulation vs. 41.3 ± 8.1%, P < 0.01), in addition to the total number of UP states ( Fig. 2 C and G).
To confirm our results, we stimulated astrocytes with another single-cell resolution method using targeted two-photon uncaging of RuBi-glutamate (30) . In these experiments, we recorded from a patched neuron in layer 2/3 following photostimulation of an SR101-labeled astrocyte in layer 1 (Fig. 2H ). We observed a significant increase in UP state number per trial (1.33 ± 0.18, n = 18 trials per condition, P < 0.05 compared with unstimulated trials) when uncaging glutamate on an astrocyte, but not during the control trials (−laser,−RuBi = 0.5 ± 0.14; +laser,−RuBi = 0.64 ± 0.19; −laser,+RuBi = 0.61 ± 0.18; +laser,+RuBi, offtarget by 15 μm = 0.62 ± 0.2), indicating that the caged compound, laser power, and correct laser positioning on the astrocyte soma are simultaneously necessary to stimulate an individual astrocyte and cause an increase in UP states ( Fig. 2I and Fig. S1 D and E). Thus, results from two independent astrocyte stimulation protocols-whole-cell depolarization and laser uncagingdemonstrate that the activation of a single astrocyte can have significant effects on the state of large neuronal populations in a circuit, doubling the number of UP states that the circuit generates spontaneously.
Stimulation of Individual Astrocytes Increases Network Astrocytic
Calcium Activity. Because astrocytes are coupled through gap junctions, stimulation of one could activate others. However, in dual recordings from neighboring astrocytes, we never observed depolarizations in response to stimulation of another astrocyte (n = 4 slices, 12 depolarizations), indicating that the depolarization does not spread across astrocytes via gap-junctional coupling ( Fig. S2B ). To probe how stimulation of an astrocyte might increase UP state frequency, we performed calcium imaging of the local astrocyte population, because astrocytes respond and integrate external signals through calcium release (31) . We used the calcium indicator Fluo-4 AM, which exclusively labels astrocytes with our loading protocol (confirmed by SR101), and two-photon imaging of the astrocytes around the patched cell ( Fig. 3A) . Typically, we monitored the activity of 40 to 60 astrocytes when simultaneously recording from an astrocyte and a neuron ( Fig. 3 A-E). Whether an astrocyte was stimulated or not, a small percentage of the astrocytes exhibited sponta- neous calcium transients characteristic of astrocytes in vivo and in slice (17.7 ± 0.7 s duration, n = 178 cells) ( Fig. 3 B-E) (32) (33) (34) . Astrocytic calcium transients, associated with release of gliotransmitters (26, 27, 35, 36) , were not continuous or oscillatory (1.8 ± 0.1 calcium transients per cell in a 4-min trial; n = 293 transients) ( Fig. S2A ). We define "active astrocytes" as those that display a significant increase in intracellular calcium concentration during a trial. We found significantly more active astrocytes in stimulation trials (4.0 ± 0.3, n = 225 cells) compared with controls (3.2 ± 0.4 cells, n = 178, P < 0.01), indicating that depolarization of a single astrocyte activates the astroglial syncytium ( Fig. 3 F and G) (n = 18 slices). Similar results were obtained when counting calcium transients in each active astrocyte ( Fig. 3 H and I) (7.81 ± 0.87 stimulation vs. 5.75 ± 0.82, P < 0.01, n = 413 transients). Neither the maximum fluorescence change (proportional to the peak calcium concentration) nor the duration of the calcium transients was affected by the stimulation (maximum fluorescence = 1,198 ± 30 stimulation vs. 1,183 ± 34 ΔF arbitrary units, duration = 18.3 ± 0.7 stimulation vs. 17.7 ± 0.7 s, P > 0.1 for both measures) ( Fig. S2 B and C) , suggesting that the stimulation affected astrocytic calcium in a manner similar to the endogenous spontaneous activation of these cells. The increase in total calcium transients in the stimulation trials was due to the recruitment of more active astrocytes, rather than an increase of calcium transients per active astrocyte, because the average number of calcium transients for each active astrocyte was not different between the two trial types (Fig. S2C ). In addition, the distance between the two farthest active astrocytes increased as the number of active astrocytes increased, with no difference in stimulated or control trials ( Fig. S2D ), indicating that astrocytes were activated by our stimulation protocol across the entire field of view, rather than in a specific zone. Indeed, this increase in astrocytic calcium was not wave-like in nature, as has been observed in other systems (22, 37) . In both trial types, no waves were evident when plotting every transient time as a function of position from the patched astrocyte across the 4-min trial (Fig.  S2E ). Thus, stimulation of a single astrocyte can increase the number of active astrocytes in a spatially distributed manner.
Chelating Astrocytic Calcium Decreases Spontaneous and Stimulated UP States. Because the stimulation methods we used, although spatially precise, are not necessarily physiological, we next sought to determine whether astrocytic activity is causally related to endogenous UP state generation in cortex, by interfering with normal astrocytic-but not neuronal-activity. To do this, we introduced the calcium chelator 1,2-bis(2-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetic acid (BAPTA) into a single astrocyte using a patch pipette. In this protocol, one neuron was patched and population astrocyte calcium was imaged (Fluo-4 AM) during four pre-BAPTA trials to obtain a reliable baseline of UP state number and astrocytic calcium activity ( Fig. 4 A-C, gray). Following the fourth trial, an astrocyte was patched (without positive pressure, to prevent extracellular BAPTA release) with a pipette containing 50 mM BAPTA, and four post-BAPTA trials were carried out ( Fig. 4 A-C, blue). BAPTA can cross gap junctions between astrocytes and spread through the astrocyte syncytium to inhibit calcium in many astrocytes, as demonstrated by the decrease in calcium transients in neighboring astrocytes ( Fig. 4 B, E , and F) (29, 38) . We confirmed that astrocytic gap junctions were not blocked when patching with BAPTA by measuring the spread of the biocytin reaction product after fixation ( Fig. S3A ) (80.5 ± 10.2 astrocytes, total area = 109.4 × 10 3 ± 11.8 × 10 3 μm 2 ).
Across experiments, the total number of UP states, active astrocytes, and calcium transients was significantly reduced by the introduction of BAPTA ( Fig. 4 C-F) (n = 16 slices). With BAPTA present, active astrocyte and total calcium transients both significantly decreased by ∼35-40% by experiment ( Fig. 4 E and F, Upper) (P < 0.05), whereas UP states decreased by 36% ( Fig. 4D , Upper) (P < 0.05). When all experiments were pooled, we observed significant reductions in UP states (50%, 2.3 ± 0.6 decrease), active astrocytes (47%, 4.8 ± 1.9 decrease), and total calcium transients (60%, 13.6 ± 6.0 decrease) ( Fig. 4 D and E, Lower) (P < 0.05), indicating that UP states are dependent on the level of calcium signaling in astrocytes. Decreases in all three of these measures were observed using lower concentrations (20 mM) of BAPTA in the pipette (Fig. S3 F-H) . In control experiments, without BAPTA in the astrocyte patch pipette, we observed no reductions in calcium signaling or UP states, indicating that these variables do not simply decrease across time ( Fig. S3 C-E) . Lastly, we confirmed results obtained in the previous calcium imaging experiment, demonstrating that UP state number and astrocytic calcium activity are positively correlated, both before and after BAPTA addition (Fig. S3B) .
The BAPTA experiments indicated that astrocyte calcium signaling can affect the generation of spontaneous neuronal UP states in cortex. We next wondered whether astrocytic signaling was also important for the generation of UP states that follow astrocytic stimulation. To answer this, we stimulated the patched astrocyte as described earlier in the presence or absence of BAPTA (Fig. 4G ). In controls, without BAPTA in the pipette, depolarization led to a significant increase in UP state number ( Fig. 4H; 0 .88 ± 0.29 increase), in agreement with our prior results that showed that depolarizing a single astrocyte increases UP states (Fig. 2) . In contrast, when BAPTA spread through the astrocyte network, the stimulation of the astrocyte did not significantly increase UP states ( Fig. 4I ) (0.08 ± 0.07). Thus, astrocyte calcium activity affects the generation of both spontaneous and astrocyte-stimulated UP states, indicating that these two kinds of UP states may be mediated by a common mechanism. Further, the result that stimulation-triggered UP states were inhibited when BAPTA was present intracellularly through the astrocyte syncytium likely excludes the possibility that the depolarization simply raises the local concentration of K + around the stimulated astrocyte to generate UP states.
Purinergic and Glutamatergic Signaling Regulate UP State
Generation. We next focused on mechanisms that control astrocyte regulation of UP states. After confirming normal UP state activity in each slice, we bath-applied pharmacological agents that affect astrocytes and their targets and measured UP states and astrocyte calcium activity ( Fig. 5 A and B) . We found that agents that affected glutamatergic or purinergic signaling had significant effects on UP states. The AMPA-R inhibitor 6-cyano-7nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX) (0.2 ± 0.11, n = 15 trials) and D-serine (0.78 ± 0.28, n = 9), alpha-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamate (4-CIN) (lactate transporter inhibitor; 0.8 ± 0.29, n = 9), and carbenoxolone (gap-junction blocker; 0.75 ± 0.25, n = 12)-had no effect on UP states. However, purinergic drugs were the only ones with an effect on astrocyte calcium signaling, with suramin application leading to an increase in calcium transients (15.43 ± 2.09) ( Fig. 5B ) and active astrocytes (4.35 ± 0.56) ( Fig. S4 ) and CPT decreasing both measures (3.33 ± 0.42) ( Fig. 5B ) (1.66 ± 0.22) ( Fig.  S4 ) compared with controls (5.88 ± 0.59 transients and 2.66 ± 0.21 active astrocytes). PPADS and suramin inhibit a broad range of P2 receptors, although suramin inhibits both P2X and P2Y receptors (ionotropic and metabotropic, respectively), which may account for the observation that calcium activity remained unchanged in slices bathed in PPADS (39) . The different results obtained with the P2 receptor inhibitors could be explained by the fact that we carried out imaging at the soma, whereas PPADS might affect astrocytic processes. Another possibility could be a differential inhibition (spatial or temporal) of P2X receptors with PPADS compared with suramin. Nonetheless, reagents that block ATP and adenosine signaling lead to opposite effects in the cortical circuit, indicating that the regulation and balance of purinergic signaling link astrocytic activity to UP state generation.
To confirm that purinergic signaling is linked to astrocytetriggered UP states, we carried out alternating control and stimulation trials as earlier, in the presence of purinergic inhibitors. We found no increase in UP states, calcium transients, and active astrocytes in stimulation and control trials ( Fig. 5 C and D and Fig. S4) , which is markedly different from results found in control experiments in which stimulation caused significant increases in all measures (Figs. 2C and 3 G-I) . These results indicate that suramin, PPADS, and CPT occlude effects of stimulation, suggesting that purinergic signaling is an upstream step in astrocyte-modulated UP state generation. In addition, the opposing effects of inhibiting ATP and adenosine receptors point to the balance of ATP and adenosine signaling as important in the regulation of spontaneous network UP states (Fig.  5F ). Because astrocytes release ATP which can accumulate as adenosine, these molecules also may act directly on pre-or postsynaptic P2 receptors to act as negative or positive regulators of network UP states, respectively (40, 41) .
Finally, our data show that altering glutamatergic signaling affects UP state generation but not astrocytic calcium signaling, suggesting that astrocytes regulate extracellular glutamate either during a downstream step in astrocyte UP state generation or through a different pathway ( Fig. 5 A and B) . We tested whether astrocyte-specific glutamate regulation could influence UP state number by examining UP states in varying concentrations of the astrocytic glutamate transporter inhibitor DHK. Increased levels of DHK lead to increased UP states, with no change in calcium transients, indicating that astrocyte glutamate transporters can tune the necessary spatiotemporal levels of extracellular glutamate in the cortex to modulate UP states (Fig. 5E ).
Discussion
Our results demonstrate a profound effect that astrocytes can have on the state of the neuronal circuit by regulating the generation of neuronal UP states. This supports the idea that astrocytes are active partners in the computations of the circuit. The stimulation of a single astrocyte can activate the astrocytic network and double the number of UP states, whereas inhibition of astrocytic activity with BAPTA blocks half of the UP states. Our data also indicate that multiple astrocytes in the circuit must be active to exert their effects on neuronal UP states. Although we do not observe waves in our system, a signal-likely the accumulation of adenosine-from the stimulated astrocyte and other activated astrocytes is likely to be spread through the network. Thus, it may be necessary to have a threshold number of activated astrocytes across a spatially distributed area in order for these cells to exert an effect on the neurons in the circuit. Moreover, our BAPTA data indicate that astrocyte calcium transients are causally linked to the entry of the neuronal network into UP states, regardless of whether the UP states were spontaneous or astrocyte-evoked, suggesting that spontaneous and astrocyte-triggered UP states share a common mechanism.
The precise mechanisms by which the highly coordinated spontaneous synaptic activations of UP states occur are still unclear. We show that purinergic signaling can regulate both astrocytic network-level calcium signaling and neuronal network UP states. The effects of single-astrocyte stimulation are occluded during exposure to purinergic inhibitors, indicating that purinergic signaling is important at an early, upstream step of UP state generation (Fig. 5F ). This may not be unexpected because ATP-triggered release of calcium from astrocytic internal stores is important in calcium wave propagation (42, 43) and astrocytes communicate via purinergic chemical coupling (44) . Because we obtained opposite results using antagonists of ATP and adenosine, and these molecules are enzymatically linked to each other, spontaneous UP states may occur when the extracellular balance of these two molecules tips toward more adenosine in the circuit (39) . We hypothesize that astrocyte stimulation alters the ATP/ adenosine signaling balance in the circuit to regulate the cortical network state. Both neurons and glia express purinergic receptors, so it is difficult to disentangle whether direct purinergic signaling on astrocytes, neurons, or a combination of both is responsible for the effects we observe or, more generally, in mechanistic studies of astrocytes. The development of more specific pharmacological or molecular tools could further the dissection of these mechanisms.
Glutamate receptor blockers inhibit spontaneous UP state generation (6, 9) . Consistent with this, we find that blockade of astrocyte glutamate transporters increases the number of UP states. Activation of the astrocytic network from purinergic signals could lead to release of calcium from internal stores across astrocytes in the local circuit, which then could trigger cortical UP states via the regulation of glutamate by activated astrocytes. By demonstrating that we can tune UP states using reagents that affect astrocytic glutamate signaling, we link astrocytic regulation of glutamate to UP state generation (Fig. 5F ). Although our experiments target astrocytic glutamate transporters, other mechanisms of glutamate release, including vesicular, are also consistent with our results.
Since UP and DOWN states are the basis of the oscillatory activity observed during slow-wave sleep (10, 11) , our finding that astrocytes are causally linked to UP states indicates that astrocytes are mechanistically involved in sleep, consistent with reports of sleep perturbations in mice lacking astrocytic vesicular release (45, 46) . But, in addition to sleep, UP states have been implicated in other types of circuit functions including attention, memory consolidation, and resting state activity (6, 7, (12) (13) (14) . Thus, our work indicates that, by regulating UP states, astrocytic activity could also play an important modulatory role in these circuit processes.
Experimental Procedures
Slice Preparation and Electrophysiology. In accordance with Columbia's Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, coronal neocortical slices (400μm thick) from postnatal day (P)13 to P15 C57/BL6 mice were cut with a vibratome (VT1200S; Leica) in ice-cold cutting solution of 27 mM NaHCO 3 , 1.5 mM NaH 2 PO 4 , 222 mM sucrose, 2.6 mM KCl, 2 mM MgSO 4 , and 2 mM CaCl 2 . Slices were incubated for 30 min at 32°C in standard, continuously aerated (95% O 2 /5% CO 2 ) artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing 123 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 26 mM NaHCO 2 , 1 mM NaH 2 PO 4 , 10 mM dextrose, 2 mM CaCl 2 , and 2 mM MgSO 4 . For dye loading, we deposited slices in a Petri dish (35 × 10 mm) with 2 mL ACSF. An aliquot of 50 μg Fluo-4 AM or Fura-2 AM (Invitrogen) was prepared in 10 μL DMSO and 2 μL Pluronic F-127 (Invitrogen), shaken for 5 min, and pipetted into the solution with slices. The dish was ventilated with 95% O 2 /5% CO 2 and affixed to the bottom of a larger Petri dish kept humid with a wet Kimwipe and placed in a 37°C slide warmer for 15 min. To the petri dish, we added 20 μM sulforhodamine 101 (Invitrogen) and incubated for 10 more min. Slices were transferred back into the incubation chamber until experiments were performed. In all experiments, continuously aerated, standard ACSF (concentrations above) was used.
Whole-cell patch-clamp recording was performed using electrodes with a resistance of 5 to 8 MΩ and an intracellular solution containing 135 mM Kmethylsulfate, 10 mM KCl, 10 mM Hepes, 5 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM Mg-ATP, 0.3 mM Na-GTP, and 2 mg/mL mM biocytin (pH 7.3). For BAPTA experiments, varying concentrations of BAPTA (Invitrogen) were added to the solution. For pharmacological experiments, the following bath concentrations were used: MPEP (50 μM; Tocris), CNQX (10 μM; Sigma), DHK (30-300 μM), D-serine (100 μM; Tocris), PPADS (20 μM; Tocris), suramin (50 μM), CPT (4 μM; Sigma), 4-CIN (500 μM; Sigma), and carbenoxolone (50 μM; Sigma). For pharmacological experiments, reagents were perfused for 5 min before experimental trials. Experiments were conducted at 25°C. Offline analysis was performed using MATLAB (MathWorks).
Imaging. Two-photon imaging was performed on a custom-made two-photon microscope (47) with a tunable titanium:sapphire laser (Chameleon; Coherent). The upright microscope (Olympus BX50WI) was equipped with a 40×, 0.8 NA objective. The laser was tuned to 800 nm, with 510/40 and 605/ 20 emission filters (Chroma) to image Fluo-4 and SR101, respectively. Images were taken at 800 × 600 pixels with a frame rate of 1.55 s, detected with a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu), and collected with Olympus FluoView software. For Fluo-4 imaging, laser power was kept below 70 mW at the periscope, with power modulated by a Pockels cell (Conoptics). Calcium imaging analysis was performed using custom-written MATLAB software.
For biocytin imaging, slices were kept overnight in 2% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB) at 4°C, rinsed in 0.1 M PB, placed in 30% sucrose solution (30 g sucrose in 50 mL ddH 2 O and 50 mL 0.24 M PB) for 2 h, and frozen on dry ice in tissue-freezing medium. Slices were kept overnight at −80°C and then defrosted and rinsed with PB. Standard DAB staining protocols were performed, and slices were mounted onto slides. Neurons and astrocytes that were biocytin-labeled were viewed with a 20×, 0.5 NA objective on an Olympus IX71 inverted light microscope.
Glutamate Uncaging. For uncaging experiments, a laser power protocol was determined such that stimulation of the astrocyte soma in the presence of 300 μM RuBi-glutamate (Tocris) caused an increase in astrocytic calcium (Fluo-4 imaging) but not in the absence of RuBi-glutamate (175 mW before periscope, 800 nm, 6 subtargets, 8 ms per subtarget). Alternating 4-min trials with and without laser stimulation were carried out first in the absence of RuBi-glutamate and then in the presence following the addition of caged compound in the dark. For each slice, a stimulation trial in the presence of the caged compound, but ∼20 μm off the astrocyte soma, was carried out.
